**About Us**

Being a pioneer & trusted name in more than 30+ countries, it was a proud moment where we have catered Virtual Reality Application and Solutions for Real Estate Companies, while most of the companies are still about to adopt the VRT as their sales & Marketing Tool for their Mega Project worldwide.

It's transfusion for the real estate industry in the real estate developers, property management companies, Architects, Consultant and professional involve within the industry who already enjoying 3D Technology in their daily practice commercial presentation of projects as a part of Visualization but if we go a step ahead with Virtual Reality with this bracket means.....

"With the use of Virtual Reality Application of Yantram Studio, it allows clients to virtually walk through their future home or property, sit on the furniture, feel n move into any part of the same, look out from windows and gallery to garden and that's the paradox of the Virtual Reality & 3D Technology at Yantram Studio."

---

**Virtual Reality Walkthrough**

We deliver high-quality 360 Degree Animation Video for any kind of property. While the standard animation moving around the property at the same time user can interact and see the property 360 Degree which will be an advantage of user.

**Virtual Reality Web Apps**

3D Virtual Walkthrough of the building, with the Walkthrough you will able to move around the property at the same time you can see what we would like to see and also can change the angle the way you want in the building.

**360 Virtual Reality Apps Web Based**

Show your property whether it is interior or exterior through our interactive solution via markup / pointers to navigate the property around. Along with this pointers and markup, we can provide property information on an interactive manner to display its price, size, and the status whether it is sold or vacant.

**Augmented Reality Apps**

AR provides the chances to place the new building at the foot or around of the client - like it was really there. The client can walk around it, feel it, zoom in, zoom out, can discover not just the static surrounding but the animated parts which makes the content a lot more real.